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NEVER AGAIN WILL YOU HAVE TO STAND BY HELPLESSLY WHILE YOUR LITTLE BABY CRIES
AND CRIES. THERE IS A Method TO CALM MOST CRYING BABIES . Compliment for The Happiest
Baby on the market   . Thousands of parents, from regular moms and dads to Hollywood
superstars, have come to baby expert Dr. Karp’ USUALLY IN MINUTES!The Happiest Baby on the
Block is fun and convincing.”fully revised and updated with the latest insights into infant sleep,
bedsharing, breastfeeding, swaddling, and SIDS risk—can teach you too! Dr.” . With Dr.s: Five easy
steps to change on your own baby’ .s extremely successful method is dependant on four
revolutionary concepts:   actually after birth 2. The Calming Reflex: An “off switch” all infants are
born with 3. The 5 S’ The Fourth Trimester: Why babies still yearn for a womblike atmosphere .s
amazing calming reflex 4. The Cuddle Get rid of: How exactly to combine the 5 S’— 1.  s sensible
assistance, parents and grandparents, nurses and nannies, can transform even the fussiest
infant into the happiest baby on the market!   . “Dr.—s reserve is fascinating and can information
new parents for a long time to come. Now his landmark publication— Karp’Julius Richmond, M.—,
Harvard Medical School, former Doctor General of america   “ Harvey Karp to learn his remarkable
approaches for soothing babies and increasing rest. I highly recommend it.”s to calm even
colicky babies  Elisabeth Bing, co-founder of Lamaze International   “Will fascinate anyone who
wants to know how babies go through the world, and really wants to reply their cries lovingly and
effectively. Karp’D.The San Diego Union-Tribune
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A must purchase for anyone that wants the best for the baby and becoming a great parent. I feel
that this review by Carrie on another website is by far the best review and insite from what this
book has to offer.Karp managed to get enjoyable and readable.100The FASTEST way to achieve
stopping your baby's cycle of crying is to MEET THEIR LEVEL OF INTENSITY. Happy wife happy
life… Happy baby content mother happy wife happy life!!.“I found this doctor on Oprah YEARS ago.
A must-read for brand-new parents or those expecting As a fresh parent - and someone who has
by no means been good with infants - I welcomed this potential "instructions" for my baby.
Exciting and useful. I recall that the audience was full of QUIET, contented babies and I wondered
if indeed they were all sedated.The premise is that human being babies are born 3 months
BEFORE they are actually developed because of how big is their heads. As a result, the fist 100
days of their life is virtually a "4th trimester" where the baby needs continuous vigilance and
caring.He offers "cuddle get rid of"..!1251st S- SwaddlingThis TURNS in the calming impact by
stopping the Moro reflex (hands jerking/flailing) that helps them to pay attention to the various
other S's. Let your therapeutic massage strokes move in synchronicity together with your calm
breathing.Actually.8..195Baby Massage.! If I had to get this done again, I would miss the book
and just get the DVD.. IT Functions!3rd S- ShhhhYou want to do it as LOUD Seeing that YOUR
Infants CRY and near their ear. We recommend it as this publication was indeed a game changer
with out little ones and being happy in our family.5.The very best colic-calmers say that soothing
an infant is like dancing with them in the lead. These talented people pay close attention to the
vigor of ther 5 "S's"p. 5 actions performed in sequence to relaxed a baby and simulate lifestyle in
the womb: Swaddling (firmly), Side/Abdomen, Ssshhhing, Swaying, Sucking.2nd S-
Side/StomachLay your child on their side or place them in your arms on the stomach. Never
know when they might be useful.Author: Harvey KarpPublisher: Bantam DellCopyright:
2002Genre: Parenting/ChildcarePages: 260Date Read- 5/21/09 to 5/26/09p. I learned a lot more
than what the 5 S's are and how exactly to perform them to calm my baby. It can be replaced by
white sound.4th S- SwaySupport your babies head and neck and wiggle their HEAD with fast, tiny
movements (like you are shivering). Once they are entranced, you can proceed to a slower
swinging motion. But I love reading the additional details as well as the explanation provided
about the protection of each S (e. A finger or pacifier work and can be eliminated after the 3rd
month.p. this all produced sense to me & most significantly.In a 1986 study by Tiffany Field,
massaged babies obtained 47% more then babes who didn't have the same contact. Used
techniques from day 1!1. In fact, I just finished viewing Dr. As pictured.2. By scanning this
publication, I also obtained some insight into my poor crying baby's brain - helping me to
empathize with him even more but to avoid blaming myself for every whimper, thinking I must be
doing something amiss. Sit comfortably, take 5 sluggish deep breaths and allow yourself to be
there for the knowledge. Its an exchange of like in one fleeting, tender moment of time. Love this
book thus much! Know Thyself.. They are mixed and should match the VIGOR of any crying to
instantly pacify the baby. Nevertheless, I knew my husband wasn't going to read any elements of
this and ordered the Dvd movie for him. Prize your babies tummy. Bicycle their legs then firmly
drive both knees to their tummy and hld them there for 20 seconds. Massage the tummy in
company, clockwise, circular strokes - starting at their best lower belly, up and over the top of
their tummy and closing at their still left lower aspect (this traces their colon and intestines)5.
Follow you baby's signals.!245Top 10 survival Guidelines for Parents of Fresh Babies1. Don't
bother purchasing Don't bother purchasing the book. I do think the soothing methods are good to
have in your back pocket.2. Lower Your Goals.3. Don't Rock the Cradle to Hard. Get Your
Priorities Straight: IN THE EVENT YOU take a break or do the dishes? Only after your screaming



baby pauses for some moments is it possible to gradually slow your movement, soften your
shushing and guidebook them from frenzy to gentle landing.6. Look after Your Spouse10. Be
Flexible. Speak to your baby with your hands.As an expectant parent who wants to be well
informed, I have a whole lot of books on my reading list.7. Accept All the ASSIST YOU TO Can
Get4. Understand when to take a break.. Maintain Your Love of life Handy9. It is better to bend
than snap. Don't Ignore Unhappiness.”Review by Carrie Skip the book, watch a video To begin
with, I completely think that the methods in listed below are going to be considered a lifesaver.
Every nurse, pediatrician, or midwife I've talked to has recommended these techniques. However,
putting them right into a book is really stretching the materials, and involves a LOT of repetition
of the same stories and arguments over and over. Yes, you can just skip through most parts of
the publication and go direct for the 5S. Plan pleasure. Karp explain the entire reserve in a six-
minute spot on a daytime TV show (found free of charge on the web). Share how you feel. This
took up way more time than it will have. If you are a new/expecting parent, be kind to yourself
and discover this info for free on the Internet.. Just get the DVD I actually ordered this after our
baby had been born, as We hadn't found out about it beforehand. You can google the info about
the 5S (swaddle, sucking, shushing, swaying/swing, and side/stomach).4.. but conserve it as a
reference for when your baby arrives. Trust Yourself. I love that he lets you know which chapters
to skip to if you are short promptly. The last point I want to do after finally calming down a
screaming infant is definitely to WAKE THEM BACK UP. It could have been a 15 page reserve... I
searched the internet and saw many people mentioned concerning this book. So I decided to
give it a try and I'm really pleased I did so!This is a good book. Very important read Very
informative Love that this book explains all of the concerns you have before the baby arrives.
Please read as you will have the best understanding of what will get out of this book. The 5Ss is
fantastic and with these I can calm my baby conveniently. This could be condensed into a
pamphlet.5th S- SuckingThis is most effective after the other S's have calmed.g. could it be safe
jiggling the infant? is it safe to swaddle the 3-month-previous baby?) and I ended up reading the
whole publication.but mine is certainly going through it.Suggestion - If reading a publication
does not provide you with the whole picture, you will find a video (I believe it was a Television
show with Dr.Karp as a guest) to see how the 5Ss should be done.. It stimulates the sound of the
womb. Bring You to ultimately the moment. I read this publication after my baby was created and
in full-fledged fourth trimester (it was recommended by his pediatrician), but I would encourage
expecting Mothers to start out reading it now.. As a fresh mom, I really was tired and frustrated
when my newborn cried a whole lot. It was very useful, provided you all the information in about
20 mins and it helped to really have the author demonstrate the techniques on genuine babies,
including how fast it works on them! Also, the "calm your crying baby, allow them fall asleep, then
wake them up before putting them back the crib" was a no-go for me. Always try to keep one
hand in contact with your skin and speak to them about what you do and what your expectations
are for their lifestyle, or sing a lullaby. If you would like to buy this as a gift, do the expectant
parents a favor and obtain the Dvd movie or instant video rather. So all in all, I think this is a book
a parent should examine. I pray we make it through!p.. LOL At least analysis the "5 S's" or read
that portion of the book –  The 5 "S"s are excellent, however the rest is kinda "out there" The 5 "S"s
(tricks to calm a crying baby) are actually helpful, and sometimes were the only method I could
calm my crying baby. I've torn through this reserve for my girl (who's 6 days aged at time of the
writing), and my ability to quiet her down in under 10 seconds has surprised my relatives and
buddies. Everyone thinks I'm a baby savant or have had previous children, but I'm simply
following the "5 S's" in this book and it works like a charm.Great tips, suggestions, humor, and



myth-busting in this book. Also an easy read to cruise through during nursing (like me) or while
rocking your baby with one hand. Good to know I agree with several other reviews that book may
be helpful if you have a colicky baby, which fortunately for me will not apply. You will be the
Latest in the Unbroken Chain of the World's Top Parents. This prevents them from feeling they
are falling. Better books out there I'm only part way through this book, but up to now I think it is
incredibly repetitive and sometimes condescending. I've gotten a few good tidbits from it but
generally there are much better early parenting books out right now there. Five Stars Great
product. Warm the room, dim the lighting, play gentle music. Great info for brand-new
born/expectant parents. Don't shake the infant! It Works! The same babies experienced higher
IQ's a yr later. There’s zero new info You can find all the information by googling. Waste materials
of money.they will change your life should you have a newborn BUY THIS Publication it is
essential if you're a new parent. However, all of those other book (the idea and whatnot) was a
little new-agey and weird for me. Maybe all babies don't experience the fourth trimester. The
entire book just repeats these again and again and over. Sheesh. Must read for almost all
parents!3. Dr. It helped me with staying calm and trying all of the steps.
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